
 

  Jubilee LEAD Academy Curriculum Map 2022-23 
Year Group Year 3 

 Theme Autumn 1 Theme Autumn 2 Theme Spring 1 Theme Spring 2 Theme Summer 1 Theme Summer 2 

 6 weeks 7 weeks 6 weeks 6 weeks 6 weeks  8 weeks  

Class Visit 
for the term  

      

History 
Focus and 
Big Question 

How did Britain change between the 
beginning of the Stone Age and the end of 
the Iron Age? 
 

How were the Ancient Egyptians way ahead 
of their time? 
 

Which 
internationally 
famous people did 
something 
incredible in the 
past? 
 

History week 
How has electricity 
changed the way we 
live our lives? 
 

Geography 
Focus and 
Big Question 

How the UK and world is split up 
How is the UK and the world divided on a 
map? 

River formation  
How is a river formed? (rivers in the UK and 
the world) 
 

Recycling 
Why should we recycle? 
 

Science 
Focus and 
Big Question 

Light and dark  
Why do we have 
light and dark and 
what is its impact on 
our everyday life? 

Rocks/fossils  
Why is the Earth 
made up of different 
types of rocks? 

Forces  
What do we mean 
by a force? 

Plants  
What does a plant 
need for it to 
flourish? 

Human body  
Why do humans 
have skeletons and 
muscles? 

Working 
scientifically  
How does the 
distance between 
the shadow puppet 
and the screen 
affect the size of the 
shadow? 
Is food that are high 
in energy always 
high in sugar? 

Computing 
Focus and 
Big Question 

Using technology 
purposefully  

Using technology 
purposefully 
How do I create a 
simple animation?  

Understanding the 
internet. 
What is a computer 
network?  

Online Safety 
How are 
relationships 

Using technology 
purposefully 

Algorithms and 
programming  
How are robots 
programmed? 



How can I share 
information via a 
podcast?  

 
 

  
 

different online and 
offline?  
 

Why do we need 
computer 
simulations?  
 
 

 

 
 

 

Art Focus 
and Big 
Question 

Impressionism 
How does 

impressionism 
represent 

spontaneity? 
 

 Futurism 

How does futurism 

capture the 

dynamism and 

energy of the 

modern world? 

 

  Celtic Art 
What are the 

pattern and shapes 
used within Celtic 
Art and can this be 

replicated? 
 

D & T Focus 
and Big 
Question  

 Structures - Shell 

structures and shell 

structures using CAD 

Project: Money 

boxes 

Big Question: How 
can I create an 
effective money box 
that keeps money 
safe? 

 Mechanical Systems 

- Levers and linkages 

and pneumatics 

Project: Classroom 

display 

Big Question: How 
can I make levers, 
linkages and 
pneumatics that 
creates a range of 
movements? 

Food Technology - 

Healthy and varied 

diet 

Project: Sandwiches 

Big Question: How 
can I create 
sandwich that has 
the healthiest 
flavour 
combination? 

 

PE Focus and 
Big Question 

Theme – Team 
Games 
 
 
REAL PE – personal 
 
How do I use 
dribbling skills to be 
successful in a 
game? 

Theme – Dances and 
Forces 
 
REAL PE – social 
 
How do I perform a 
dance with rhythm 
and expression? 

Theme – Exercise 
and keeping healthy 
– swimming 
 
REAL PE – cognitive 
 
How do I swim 
safely and develop 
my strokes? 

Theme – Team 
challenges through 
net and wall games 
 
REAL PE – creative 
 
How do I 
successfully strike a 
ball for distance? 

Theme – Gymnastics 
 
REAL PE – physical 
 
How do I compose a 
sequence to link a 
combination of 
movements? 

Theme – Athletics  
 
REAL PE – Health + 
Fitness 
Physical Education – 
Year 3 
How do I use 
acceleration to 
enhance throwing 



and jumping for 
distance? 
 

PSCHE Focus 
and Big 
Question  

Belonging 
How does my 
behaviour affect 
others in my school 
community? 

Respecting ourselves 
and others  
What is the impact 
of bullying? 

Money and Work 
Why are careers 
important? 

Health and 
Wellbeing  
 What can help 
people make healthy 
choices? 
 

Relationships    
 
What are healthy 
friendships? 

Changing and 
Growing   
What makes me 
unique? 
 

RE Focus and 
Big Question  

Hinduism 
Would celebrating 
Divali bring a feeling 
of belonging to a 
Hindu child?   

Christianity 
Has Christmas lost 
its true meaning?   

Hinduism 
How do Hindus 
worship? 

Christianity 
What is ‘good’ about 
Good Friday? 
 

Hinduism 
Why is visiting the 
River Ganges so 
important for 
Hindus?   

Christianity 
Could Jesus perform 
miracles?   

Music Focus 
and Big 
Question  

How does music 
bring us closer 
together?   

What stories does 
music tell us about 
the past. ? 

How does music 
make the world a 
better place? 

How does music 
help us get to know 
out community? 

How does music 
make a difference to 
us every day? 

How does music 
connect us with our 
planet? 

French Focus 
and Big 
Question 

How do I start to 
learn French? 

Can I name animals 
in French? 

How do I count to 
ten in French? 

Can I name and 
recognise ice-cream 
flavours in French? 

Can I name and 
recognise modes of 
transport in French? 

Can I name and 
recognise musical 
instruments in 
French? 

 


